The center of mass and spin for isolated sources of gravitational radiation that move at relativistic speeds are defined. As a first step, we also present these definitions in flat space. This contradicts some general wisdom given in textbooks claiming that such definitions are not covariant and thus, have no physical meaning. We then generalize the definitions to asymptotically flat spacetimes giving their equations of motion when gravitational radiation is emitted by the isolated sources. The resulting construction has some similarities with the Mathisson-Papapetrou equations which describes the motion of the particle in an external field. We analyze the relationship between the center of mass velocity and the Bondi linear momentum and show they are not proportional to each other. A similar situation happens between the total and intrinsic angular momentum when the Bondi momentum vanishes. We claim that extra terms should be added in other approaches to adequately describe the time evolution of isolated sources of gravitational radiation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The notions of center of mass and spin are very useful concepts for isolated systems in newtonian mechanics. They arise from the invariance of the Lagrangian of the system under Galilean transformations plus the definition of the center of mass position as the special origin with vanishing mass dipole moment. A perfectly valid question is whether these definitions can be generalized to isolated systems in general relativity. Using the notion of asymptotically flat space times one has available a mathematical tool to describe isolated sources in general relativity. Those space times come equipped with a null boundary and a symmetry group constructed from asymptotic killing fields of the space time. The restriction of those fields to the null boundary form the BMS algebra, the direct sum of the Lorentz algebra plus an abelian subalgebra called supertraslations. A particular linear representation of the BMS algebra is contructed from integrals on two surfaces at null infinity. They are called Linkages and are used to define the Bondi 4 momentum vector and the linkage angular momentum two form at null infinity [1] .
It is worth mentioning that all the definitions of angular momentum in the literature [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have a supertraslation ambiguity and thus, it is not easy to extract its physical meaning. This fact has been recognized by many authors and usually one fixes the supertraslation freedom by selecting a particular Bondi gauge to perform the calculations.This point is extremely important and must be emphasized accordingly. Instead of having the usual 4 degrees of freedom in the definition of angular momentum that are associated with the translation of the origin, the supertraslation subalgebra has infinite degrees of freedom. Thus, if one tries to fix an origin by demanding the vanishing of the mass dipole moment, one still has infinite many different definitions of intrinsic angular momentum to choose from. One way to get rid of this ambiguity is to find first a canonical way of fixing all the supertraslation freedom except the 4 traslational degrees of freedom for each Bondi time. Next, one considers a one parameter family of cuts with vanishing mass dipole moment to define the center of mass worldline. This approach is followed in this work and the center of mass worldline is defined on the solution space of the canonical equation that fixes all but the 4 traslational degrees of the supertraslation freedom. In principle those 4 points are not related with points of the space time. The identification comes from a completely different piece of information that, surprisingly, yields the same equation as the canonical equation that fixes the supertraslation freedom.
Prior work related to this presentation [8, 9] assumed a slow motion approximation. A central feature in those approaches was a time dependent traslation from an arbitrary Bondi frame to the center of mass worldline where the mass dipole part of the linkage angular momentum tensor vanished. The center of mass worldline was defined on a special space called holographic space with a flat Minkowski metric. It was then argued that this holographic space was related to the interior points of the space time at a linear approximation. Since a slow motion approximation was asssumed, angles where kept unchanged when performing a BMS transformation to an arbitrary Bondi frame. Likewise, the Bondi gauge was fixed at an initial time when no gravitational radiation was present. The resulting center of mass worldline was assumed to move at newtonian speeds and not surprisingly there was no coupling between the center of mass motion with the spin of the source. They were independent objects with its own evolution equations.
However, recent observations of gravitational waves for coalescence binaries indicate that one or both BHs could be moving at relativistic speeds close to the merger point. In this situation the dynamical evolution of the black holes must also include the coupling to the spins and the final black hole could move at recoil velocities close to 4000 km/s. Thus, a new definition of center of mass and spin as the components of the Linkage angular momemtum two form is needed to describe this relativistic situation. One should also provide equations of motion that have an explicit coupling between the center of mass motion and the spin of the system. To perform such a task one must generalize the time dependent traslation given in pervious work to include boosts and rotations, i.e. time dependent fractional angular transformations. This new definition is presented in this work.
The term relativistic center of mass deserves an explanation since in general relativity physical variables do not depend on any set of special observers like the inertial coordinate systems of special relativity. Nevertheless, for asymptotically flat space times the Bondi coordinate systems define special observers that resemble the inertial systems of special relativity. The notion of a relativistic center of mass then arises from a two form defined on the Bondi algebra. The idea was to start with special relativity and then extend this notion to isolated systems in general relativity. However, to our knowledge, there is not available in the literature a covariant definition of center of mass in special relativity. This fact was acknowledged in the book The Classical Theory of fields,by Landau and Lifzschits [10] and, thus, we are presenting a flat space definition of center of mass so that a a comparison could be made with the generized notion for asympotically flat space times.
Another point that can also be raised is that in general relativity the center of mass and spin of an isolated system are global quantities, i.e., cannot be defined locally since it is impossible to take into account the contribution of the gravitational radiation. Thus, one finds dynamical definitions that have unexpected consequences. For example one finds that the center of mass velocity is not proportional to the total linear momentum. Thus, even when the total momentum vanishes in a given Bondi frame the center of mass velocity is not zero. Likewise, the total angular momentum is not equal to the intrinsic angular momentum when the total linear momentum vanishes. This issue is discussed once the relevant equations are presented and the relationships between the global variables are given.
This work is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a background review of conserved quantities in isolated systems and present the notion of center of mass in special relativity. In Section III, we introduce some previous concepts needed in our construction like the Newman-Penrose scalar transformations, and linkages in general relativity. The definitions of center of mass and spin are given in Section IV. We first present the linearized gravity version since it should resemble the flat space definition. We then give the full GR formulation. In Section V we introduce the so called the gravitational spinning particle and discuss its similarity to the Mathisson Papapetrou model. We also discuss an unexpected consequence of our approach that can shed light on recent results in the literature that appear to be contradictory. Finally, we close this work with some final remarks and conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND REVIEW

A. Conserved quantities in Minkowski space-time
Minkowski space-time is a flat four-dimensional manifold (M, η αβ ) [11] . In an Euclidean coordinate system (and geometrized units G = c = 1) the line element given by,
A vector field on a Riemannian manifold that preserves the metric is named as a Killing vector field. These vectors are the elements of the algebra associated with the group of isometries. In Minkowski space the Killing equation can be written as,
The general solution to the above equation can be written as follows,
where ω αβ = −ω βα is a constant anti-symmetric tensor, d α is a constant vector field, and x α = (t, x, y, z) is the basis vector in a Cartesian coordinate system. It follows from (3) that there are ten Killing fields in Minkowski space Every Killing vector implies the existence of a conserved quantity. Given a Killing vector ξ ν and a conserved energymomentum tensor T µν , it is possible to construct a current,
which is conserved since ∂ µ J ν = 0. Let Σ be a smooth, compact spacelike hypersurface with boundary S = ∂Σ and T αβ the energy-momentum tensor. The following integral,
with t a the future-directed timelike normal vector, and dΣ the induced volume element on Σ, is a conserved quantity. By that we mean that, if another compact spacelike hypersurface Σ ′ that has the same boundary S, then the flux integral defined on Σ and Σ ′ coincide. The boundary S can be extended to infinity in order to define global charges. Inserting the killing vector (3) in (5) at t = const., we obtain ten conserved charges, namely,
where t µ = (1, 0, 0, 0) is the normal vector to the surface, and where M µν and P µ are called the relativistic mass dipole/angular momentum tensor and the momentum vector respectively.
B. Center of Mass in Special Relativity
The notion of center of mass in special relativity is intrinsically linked to the global symmetries of Minkowski spacetime. The invariance of the action under rotations, boosts and translations yield ten conserved quantities, associated with the total 4-momentum vector and the mass dipole/angular momentum 2-form. If the Lagrangian contains non interacting particles those objects can be written as
where x µ A and p µ A are the worldline and the momentum of the A-th particle of the system respectively. Now, the (i, 0) components of the tensor M µν yield the dynamic mass moment,
usually this vector is denoted by N i . The dynamic mass moment N i is related to the mass dipole moment as follows,
where
and P i the spatial part of the linear momentum. Note, from the above equations, that the object D i does not transform as the spatial part of a 4-vector. So, in order to define the center of mass notion, one should use the dynamic mass moment since it transforms as the (i, 0) part of a 2-form under Lorentz transformations. On the other hand, the components
gives the total angular momentum of the system via L i = ǫ 0ijk M jk . Under a Lorentz transformation N i and L i transform in exactly the same form as the electric and magnetic fields. Another geometric object that will be important in our construction is the worldline dependent mass dipole /angular momentum 2-form,
where R µ = (t, R i (t)) is an arbitrary worldline in Minkowski space. It follows from the above equation that R µ is defined up to a term proportional to P µ . We thus write R µ = R µ 0 + αP µ , with R µ 0 P µ = 0 and α an arbitrary function of time. The center of mass worldline is selected by the condition M µν (R)P ν = 0. We thus have
The function α can be fixed by introducing an affine length τ . Defining M 2 = P 2 and using the fact that the angular and linear momentum tensors are conserved quantities in flat space we finally obtain
with V µ = dR µ dτ . At this point it is worth making some remarks.
• There exists a reference framex µ withx 0 = τ , the rest frame for the center of mass. Evaluating the above defined quantities in this frame yields,
• Conversely, starting from definition (15) and performing a Lorentz transformation to the rest frame of a worldline R µ we havẽ
If we now impose the condition that for all values oft, M i0 (R) = 0, we get
Then, the center of mass worldline is given by,
Note that from dD i dt = P i , valid in any reference frame, we find that,P
but the l.h.s. of the above equation vanishes in its own rest frame. We then conclude that eqs. (29) and (17) define the same object.
The second method to define the center of mass worldline of non interacting relativistic particles can be used to analyse an assertion made in the book The Classical Theory of Fields by Landau-Lifschitz where it is stated that a center of mass definition given by eq. (14.6) is not a 4-vector [10] . It is now clear the meaning of this assertion. Eq. (14.6) is the analog of eq. (29) written in an arbitrary inertial frame. However, only in the rest frame of the center of mass worldline is eq.(29) valid. If one wants to write down the CoM worldline in an arbitrary frame one can either write down (17) in a given coordinate system or perform a boost transformation of (29). As a corollary one can say that equation (14.6) gives a wrong definition of CoM except in only one frame, namely, where the center of mass is at rest.
The second method can also be generalized to situations where eq. (13) is not valid, as in asymptotically flat space times. By going to the rest frame of a given worldline and settingM i0 (R) = 0 for any value oft one selects a vanishing mass dipole moment at each instant of time. How this worldline is then seen from any other reference frame is obtained by a reverse boost transformation. This situation is analog to the description of the Coulomb field of a moving charge. In its rest frame the field is pure electrical and with spherical symmetry. Performing a boost yields a non symmetrical electric field plus the addition of a magnetic field.
The required Lorentz transformations are given bỹ
wherex µ A ,R µ A andp µ A transforms as usual,
As we mentioned before, starting from
and settingM
defines the center of mass in terms of the dynamic mass moment and the total momentum of the system. In this frame the center of mass worldline is given by,
where the mass M is given by,
The coordinate description R α can then be found just making an inverse Lorentz transformation as follows,
Finally, the intrinsic angular momentum is also defined in this rest frame, namelỹ
To obtain the relationship between the intrinsic and total angular momentum one then performs an inverse Lorentz transformation. These relationships are specifically given below.
C. Lorentz Transformations
In this subsection, we write the relations between variables defined on a generic inertial frame and the center of mass frame which is moving with velocity V i =Ṙ i with respect to the generic frame. In order to do this, we start from eq. (30) and write the 3-space tensor as follows,
It is possible to re-write the last equation as,
, where M 00 = 0. Now, for a boost with velocity V i without rotations, the Lorentz transformation matrix elements are the following,
Introducing the above Lorentz coefficients in eq. (43) we can write,M
Now, by setting V i =Ṙ i , and introducing the 3-vector N i = M i0 in the last equation, we can write,
(47) Inserting the following definition,
in eq. (47), we get,
Setting the l.h.s of the above equation equal to zero yields,
Likewise, it is possible to perform the transformation for the angular momentum. Starting from the equatioñ
and expanding the r.h.s of the previous equation we get
Finally, introducing the Levi-Civita tensor ǫ ijk , in both sides gives
Introducing a parameter ǫ to the velocity V and assuming ǫ to be small, one can retrieve well know formulae. The zeroth order is just the newtonian transformations, i.e,
Linear order gives
etc.
III. ASYMPTOTICALLY FLAT SPACETIMES
We begin this section by introducing the necessary tools and key ideas that are indispensable in our later discussions. We keep our explanations as concise as possible since most of them are discussed in some previous works. Also, the reader will be directed to the appropriate references for extra details.
A. Definition, coordinate transformations
The notion of asymptotically flat spacetime is an adequate tool to analyze the gravitational and electromagnetic radiation coming from an isolated, compact sources. A spacetime (M , g ab ) is called asymptotically flat if the curvature tensor vanishes as it approaches infinity along the future directed null geodesics of the spacetime. The geometrical notion of an asymptotically flat spacetime can be formalized by the following definition introduced by Penrose [12] .
Definition: a future null asymptote is a manifoldM with boundary I + ≡ ∂M together with a smooth lorentzian metricĝ ab , and a smooth function Ω onM satisfying the following
• At I + , Ω = 0, n a ≡ ∂ a Ω = 0 andĝ ab n a n b = 0
We assume I + to have topology S 2 × R. In the neighborhood of null infinity, it is possible to introduce a particular system called Bondi system. A Bondi system is an inertial frame in general relativity, its coordinates will be labeled by
The time u B represent null surfaces, r B is the affine parameter along the null geodesics of the constant u B surfaces and ζ B ,ζ B are the complex stereographic coordinates [13] . Also, in the neighborhood of I + , we can consider a more general coordinate system, whose coordinates are (u, r, ζ,ζ) and where the transformation between both sets of coordinates are given by
where a, b, c, d are four complex functions such as ad − bc = 1. Here Z is a smooth real function and T is the inverse of Z, alsoṪ = ∂ uB T , Z ′ = ∂ u Z, and the derivatives satisfies
here we assume that the conformal functions can be written as
Now, V = ∂uB ∂u is a regular function, with no zeros on the sphere, V −1 in eq. (59) represents the deviation of this limiting 2-surface from sphericity. Also, V is the rate of change (at infinity) of our null coordinate system with respect to a Bondi null coordinate u B [14] and from eq. (56) we can establish the following relation with the real function Z,
Additionally, we introduce some transformation laws between the coordinates previously introduced, which can be written in the following way [15] ,
Here λ is interpreted as the local angle of rotation of the two coordinate grids given by ζ = const and ζ B = const [15] . Associated with these sets of coordinates there are two sets of null vectors denoted by (l a , n a , m a ,m a ) for the Bondi frame and (l * a , n * a , m * a ,m * a ) for the other frame which satisfy the following conditions,
l a * n * a = −m a * m * a = 1,
l a n a = −m am a = 1,
and zero for any other product. Now, using the tetrad orthonormalization equations [13] we can find a relationship between these two basis [8] ,
n * a = A −1 n a (72)
where A, B are two smooth functions with spin weight zero and one respectively, and where λ is the real phase defined by eq. (63). Now, we find the functions A and B by differentiating (56),
Thus we can write,
where the function L is given by
(81) Finally, for any function f = f (u, ζ B ,ζ B ) with spin weight s, we define the following operators ð B andð B as
Here the subscript u means to take the differential operator ð keeping u constant. In the following sections, we will omit the subscript (u) in the operators ð B andð B when it matches with the dependence of the function, i.
B. Weyl scalars and shear transformations
The transformation between the different Weyl scalars, Maxwell scalar and spin coefficient can be computed using the tetrad equations (77-80). Particularly, we are focused on the following transformations,
It is quite convenient to introduce in eq. (84) the Linkage supermomentum [1] (see next subsection),
using Ψ L , we can write eq. (84) in the following way
In the Newman-Penrose formulalism, the evolution equations are given by the Bianchi identities. In a Bondi coordinates they can be written as [13] 
Finally, we introduce the tensorial spin-s harmonic transformation between (ζ,ζ) and (ζ B ,ζ B ). A general relation between these two bases is very difficult to find. However, using the asymptotic behavior of the null vectors (m i * ,m i * ) and (m i ,m i ) defined on the sphere at null infinity allows to write (see [15] )
for further information about the tensorial spin-s harmonic we leave the reference [16] .
C. Linkages in general relativity
Symmetries of the space time translate into conserved quantities. This was recognized by Komar associating certain integral constructed with Killing fields and showing they were constants. More precisely, if a vector field ξ a satisfies ξ (a;b) = 0, then the Komar integral
is conserved. Although a generic space time has no symmetries, asymptotically flat space times have asymptotic symmetries since as one receeds from the sources the space time resembles Minkowski space. One gives a modified Killing equation, constructs the associated algebra of these fields and gives a linearized representation called linkages in terms of 2surface integrals. As it is shown in ref. [1] the scheme consists of three steps: (i) Propagate the asymptotic Killing vectors ξ a inward along the null hypersurface Γ intersecting I + in Σ + by means of the null hypersurface Killing propagation law
where l a is the null generator of Γ. This determines the vector field ξ a on Γ in terms of its asymptotic values (2.12) on I + .
(ii) Evaluate the modified Komar integral
overslices Σ of Γ, where l [a n b] is the bivector normal to Σ, with normalization l a n a = 1. (iii)Take the limit Σ → Σ + along Γ.
For exact symmetries it reduces to Komar's integrals. The extra divergence term in (96) allows calculation of the integral without knowledge of the derivatives of ξ a in directions pointing out of Γ. If carried out in conformal Bondi coordinates the limit in step (iii) leads to integrals of the Bondi mass and angular momentum aspects. coordinate-independent calculation of the limit leads to the following result:
where "Re" denotes real part, dS is the area element on the unit sphere, m a is the complex null vector tangent to Σ + . These integrals form a linear representation (the adjoint representation) of the BMS generators. The angular momentum and center-of-mass integrals are obtained by selecting a Lorentz subgroup. Here is where the only difficulty in defining angular momentum arises: there is no unique way to single out a Lorentz subgroup unless one has a canonical method of fixing the supertraslation freedom. Here we provide such a method.
The integrand of the supertraslation part in the linkages is called the Linkage supermomentum Ψ L . It follows from the Bianchi identitties at null infinity that Ψ L is real, i.e.,
If we demand that at the cut u ′ = 0
then the only freedom left is a traslation corresponding to the ℓ = 0, 1 spherical harmonics. It is worth mentioning that O.M. Moreschi and collaborators impose an analogous condition for ℓ ≥ 1 defining what is called the center of mass frame since in this frame the Bondi momentum has no spatial components [5] . In our construction we fix the supertraslation freedom by demanding that the linkage supermomentum vanishes on the u ′ = const. foliation for ℓ ≥ 2. The only freedom left is a time and space traslation that is fixed by first defining the center of mass worldline associated with a cut with vanishing mass dipole moment and then introducing an affine length for this worldline. This is done in the next section. We end this section by deriving the equation that α(ζ B ,ζ B ) must satisfy so that in the new Bondi frame the linkage supermomentum only contains ℓ = 0, 1 spherical harmonics. It follows from (98) that
where we have ignored the spherical coords for simplicity. Using the available Bianchi identities and Einstein equations at null infinity one can write down
where we have have assumed the spacetime to be stationary and σ 0 B = ð 2 σ R for u ≦ u o . It follows from the above equation that the ℓ = 0, 1 part of α(ζ B ,ζ B ) is undetermined. The solutions of this equation yield a 4 parameter family of cuts. The 4-dim solution space of eq. (99), in principle, has nothing to do with points of the space time. The identification comes from a completely different piece of information that, surprisingly, yields the same equation as eq. (99).
If one considers the future null cones from points in an asymptotically flat space time and obtains the intersection of these future null cones with null infinity one obtains a special set of cuts at null infinity. Those cuts are called null cone cuts and one can obtain a formulation of general relativity based on these cuts called Null Surface Formulation of general relativity or NSF for short [17] . There is a one to one correspondence between null cone cuts and points of the space time. Thus, there is a way to identify points by the imprint they leave on null infinity [18] .
Furthermore, one can obtain the field equations for NSF that are equivalent to the vacuum field equations of GR [19] . Those equations are very involved, but one can take its Huygens part as the main contribution towards the solution. This follows from the fact that the characteristics of the field equations are precisely the null cones that define the cuts. If one writes down the Huygens part of the NSF equations one gets eq. (99) [19] . We thus identify the four parameters of the foliation at null infinity with points of the space time via the one to one correspondence given in the NSF approach.
Linearized solutions
We present here the linearized version of eq. (99) since its solution will be used in our construction below. we define Z := α − σ R and writē
Where ∆σ indicates the difference between σ at some Bondi time t and σ at initial Bondi time usually taken to be −∞. The last equation was first derived by L. Mason as the linearized Bach equations [20] , and later by Fritelli [21] and collaborators where they where called the regularized null cut equation or RNC equation for short The solution to the RNC equation can be found using the perturbative solution,
where each term in the series is determined from the previous one and the free data σ 0 (u, ζ,ζ). The first two terms satisfȳ
The zeroth order term Z 0 is simply the flat cut and it has been assumed that in the absence of radiation the Bondi shear vanishes. Its solution is given as
The first perturbative term is given by,
where Y 0 0 , Y 0 1i are the tensorial spin-s harmonic [16] . Note that Z 1 depends on the real part of the Bondi shear [8] , also if x a (u) describes any worldline, then Z i describes a NU foliation up to the order needed.
IV. DEFINITIONS OF CENTER OF MASS AND SPIN
As outlined in the previous section, the spatial degrees of freedom left in a BMS transformation can be used to define the center of mass worldline. To do that we first introduce the dynamic mass dipole and angular momentum vectors from the real and imaginary part of the linkage integral [8, 9, 14] as follows,
Following the ideas presented in eqs. (34-38), we assume there exists a special worldline for each u = const. cut where the mass dipole moment D * i vanishes. This special worldline will be called the center of mass worldline of the system. The angular momentum J i * evaluated at the center of mass will be the intrinsic angular momentum S i . The center of mass worldline is then determined from,
The above equation gives three algebraic conditions equivalent to eq.(35) from which the spacial components of the center of mass are obtained. Since the 4-velocity of the worldline is normalized to one, we use this norm to fix the timelike component of the worldline coordinate. Additionally, the intrinsic angular momentum is given by
Following the main ideas of our previuos work [8] , we define D i and J i in a Bondi system,
(108) Finding the transformation law between the quantities (ψ 0 * 1 , σ 0 * , ð) into (ψ 0 1 , σ 0 , ð B ) and using the condition that in the center of mass foliation the dipole mass moment vanishes, i.e. D i * | u=const = 0 yields the relativistic definition of center of mass worldine. To simplify the presentation we first perform the calculations in linearized gravity. In this way we avoid the technical complications that arise when the space time is not stationary. The full derivation is given later.
A. Center of mass and angular momentum in Linearized Gravity
We start from the linearized version of eq. (88) which is given by,
using that u B = u + δu and making a Taylor expansion up to linear order in δu and its derivatives we get
where we can use the following approximation ψ 0′ 1 ≈ψ 0 1 since we are considered linear terms in δu.The Taylor expansion is an important step because we want the same time dependence u on both sides of the equation (110) . Now, we compute the mass dipole and the angular momentum vector using the shear free part of eqs. (105) and (108)
Now, consider the following integral,
and use (92) in the r.h.s of the previous equation to write,
(113) Again we use the following tensorial spin-s harmonic,
where M is the Bondi energy and P i is the Bondi momentum [13] . Inserting these expansions in eq. (113) and using the definitions (111) and (105) we get
We rewrite the above equation as,
where we have inserted the factor √ 2 in order to consider the retarded time factor, since u ret = √ 2u [16] , and where the velocity is defined as R i′ = √ 2V i . Imposing the condition D i * = 0 at u = const., and definining the intrinsic angular momentum S i as J i * , we obtain the following equations,
Writing the above equations to linear order in V i yields,
As expected these equations are the same as those previously obtained in special relativity. The linearized Bianchi identities gives the following evolution equations,
Taking the time derivative of (115) and using (116) gives,
Thus, in linearized GR the center of mass velocity is proportional to the linear momentum. This will change in full GR.
B. Center of mass and angular momentum in full GR
In this section, we include the gravitational radiation contribution to the definitions of our global variables. We start with the Winicour-Tamburino linkages [1] and follow the approach outlined before to define the center of mass worldline and spin. For simplicity we will make the following assumptions. We assume that σ 0 B = 0 for some initial Bondi time, usually this time is taken to be −∞. This first assumption fixes the supertranslation freedom at u B = −∞ and it is consistent with our choice of null cone cut. Also, we assume that the Bondi shear only has a quadrupole term. Additionally, all the expansions performed will be linear in δu and its derivatives, and quadratic in σ.
Consider eq. (105) written as follows,
In the full GR case, the transformation (84) can be written as,
The shear contribution to the linkage integral can be written as
where the function F is given by,
In such way, the angular momentum-center of mass tensor is given by,
Performing a Taylor expansion linear in δu and its derivatives gives,
where the first derivative of the mass dipole-angular momentum tensor is given by,
Using Z 1 , the linearized solution of the RNC cut equation,
and inserting the following tensorial spin-s expansion in eq. (123),
gives,
In the above equation we have introduced again the time factor √ 2). Similarly, for the angular momentum we have,
Setting D * i = 0, and keeping up to linear terms in the velocity gives
V. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The evolution equation of D i and J i follows from the Bianchi identity for ψ 0 1 when the ℓ = 1 component of the real and imaginary part ofψ 0 1 are computed [9] . Following our assumptions, we can approximateψ 0 1 ≈ ψ 0′ 1 , since the difference is a third order quantity. Thus, the evolution equations can be written as,
Note that in previous equations the definition (108) was used, and a time derivative was taken. We have then replaced ψ 0′ 1 by eq.(89). Similarly, using the Bianchi identity (90), we can obtain the flux laws for the Bondi energy and linear momentum, namely,
The evolution equations for the center of mass and spin are obtained by taking time derivatives of eqs. (128) and (129) and inserting the relevant Bianchi identities. To keep the algebra simple we neglect either cubic terms in the gravitational radiation or linear terms in the velocity times quadratic terms in the radiation. Those extra terms can be recovered when needed.
The time evolution of the spin is given by
Note that the above equation is identical to the result obtained in ref. [9] . This is a direct consequence of the linear approximation taken in equation (127) where quadratic terms in the velocity were dropped. Those terms could be recovered when needed and obtain a contribution coming from the center of mass velocity.
From eqs. (128) and (130) we obtain
Finally, taking one more time derivative in eq. (135) and using the approximations outlined above yields the equation of motion for the center of mass,
The r.h.s. of the equation only depends on the gravitational data at null infinity and the initial mass of the system. Also, the second term of this equation corresponds to the angular momentum-velocity interaction. Note this term is quite similar to a Mathisson-Papapetrou term [22] . Also note that when comparing our results from those coming from the PN approach we observe many coincidences and some discrepancies [23] .
A. Gravitational Spinning Particle (GSP)
The Mathisson-Papapetrou-Dixon equation [24] describe the motion of a massive spinning body in a gravitational field. Usually, this equation is combined with some constrain like the Pirani condition. The Mathisson-Pirani condition is a spin condition used to specify the frame in which the center of mass will be evaluated [25] . This condition yields the "mass dipole moment" as measured in the rest frame of the observer.
The equations derived above can be thought of the motion of a GSP in an external field given by the gravitational radiation terms in eqs. (134), (135), and (136). For simplicity we consider only linear terms in the position and velocity, and also we neglect quadratic products of the shear by R and/or R ′ . Thus, from these equations we have,
On the other hand, in absence of gravitational radiation, the previous equations take the following form,
Note that eqs. (138) and (139) agree with those coming from the Mathisson-Papapetrou-Dixon description when the Mathisson-Pirani condition is applied, i.e. when the spin and the four-velocity satisfy S αβ u β = 0. It is clear to see that eqs (138) and (139), and eq. (9) and the next unnumbered equation of ref. [26] , are exactly the same. These last two describe the motion of a free spinning particle in a Minkowski background without any further fields. However, when gravitational radiation is considered, the resulting set of equations are given by (134 -136). It is clear that S i′ is different from zero since the gravitational radiation carries away angular momentum.
B. New relationships between global variables
In newtonian mechanics (or for relativistic non interacting particles) the center of mass vector satisfies
with D i the mass dipole moment of the system and where we have usedḊ
Likewise, the total and intrinsic angular momentum are related via
with S i the intrinsic angular momentum of the system. One can easily show that if the center of mass position is selected as the new origin, then in that frame D i = 0, P i = 0 and J i = S i . The situation is completely different for isolated systems in general relativity that emit gravitational radiation. When the gravitational radiation is taken into account we obtain a dynamical definition of center of mass and spin together with their evolution equations directly from the Einstein equations. Furthermore, the relationships between D i , P i or J i are different from their newtonian counterparts. This can be seen explicitly in equations (128), (129), and (135).
It follows from the Einstein equations in asymptotically flat space times that the time evolution of these global variables are given by,Ḋ i = P i + F D ,
where the flux terms F i are explicitly given in (130), (132), (133) and vanish when gravitational radiation is absent. The relationship between the center of mass and the mass dipole moment given by
where the term ∆ i , explicity given in (128), vanishes in absence of gravitational radiation. It follows from of this dynamical definition that the center of mass velocity is not proportional to the momentum, i.e.,
Also,
Here we have a big discrepancy between the notions of center of mass in newtonian theory and general relativity. If we set P i = 0 in the above equations (the center of mass frame) we find that the center of mass velocity does not vanish nor J i is equal to S i . Had we started with another definition for intrinsic angular momentum, for example by demanding that J i = S i when P i = 0, then we would have found that the mass dipole moment does not vanish when gravitational radiation is present, i.e. we do not have any freedom left to make it zero. Thus, for isolated sources of gravitational radiation one must select one definition to describe the global degrees of freedom of an isolated system and derive the resulting equations of motion. In our approach we define the center of mass trajectory by finding an appropriate cut foliation on null infinity such that the mass dipole momentum in that foliation vanishes.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce the notion of relativistic center of mass and spin for isolated sources of gravitational radiation. We use the framework of asymptotically flat spacetimes together with generalized Newman-Unti coordinate transformations and a special foliation of two dimensional cuts at null infinity.
This canonical foliation is selected by requiring that the ℓ ≥ 2 part of the linkage supermomentum vanishes. This selects a worldline dependent foliation that functionally depends on the gravitational radiation reaching null infinity. By then requiring that in a particular foliation the mass dipole momentum vanishes one specifies a canonical foliation associated with the center of mass worldline.
One finds that the center of mass position together with the spin of the isolated system become components of a 2-form defined on the BMS algebra. Thus, under a BMS transformation the spin and center of mass dipole moment change in a similar way as the magnetic and electric fields of the Maxwell tensor. The new relativistic definition yields spinvelocity terms between the linear momentum and velocity of the center of mass. We also find a modification in the relationship between the total and intrinsic angular momentum incorporating new terms that directly comes from the Lorentz boost.
In this scenario the so called relativistic angular momentum plays a central role in the dynamical evolution. This would be important for certain coalescence compact objects when they attain relativistic velocities.
As an application, we define the notion of a gravitational spinning particle and show that our equations are similar to the Mathisson-Papapetrou description for a massive spinning body in a gravitational field.
We also analize the relationship between the center of mass velocity and the Bondi total momentum and find that they are not proportional to each other. We also show that even when the Bondi linear momentum vanishes, the total and intrinsic angular momentum do not coincide. We conclude that new terms should be added to the equations of motion that arise in other approaches to adequatelly describe the time evolution of an isolated system.
